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of 38ºC to meet the case definitions of SARS. But clustering
of febrile patients was the red flag.
So over the weekend, Saturday and Sunday 5 and
6 April, SGH “excised” Wards 57 and 58 and sent them,
patients and staff including the doctors caring for patients
in those wards, to TTSH. This draconian move was completed
on Monday. At TTSH, the SGH team of doctors and nurses
managed these patients. Over succeeding days, the “biopsy”
results confirmed SARS in more and more patients, some of
whom took seriously ill, landed in the ICU, and even died.
At TTSH under the SARS microscope, with heightened
awareness and sensitivity to all that relates to SARS, the
“biopsy” was more confidently diagnosed and proper
management instituted. With no definitive diagnostic test, SARS
remains a clinical diagnosis and as experience accumulates
and resides within TTSH, this remains the best and also the
safest hospital to deal with problems related to this disease.
Fast-forward one month to 7 May 2003, and a cluster
was forming at the Institute of Mental Health (IMH). Some
30 patients (and staff) were warded in TTSH by 13 May.
Patients of Wards 64 and 65 were affected. However this
“excision biopsy” was somewhat different to that in SGH.
When patients at IMH developed fever, they were sent
to Alexandra Hospital (AH) for medical management since
only psychiatrists are based at IMH. So AH doctors began
collecting these patients and when there were four or six
with pneumonia, alarm bells sounded. So further transfers
to AH were stopped as the diagnosis in a few of these patients
was not nosocomial pneumonia but atypical pneumonia,
probably viral. As far as we know, there were no contacts with
SARS patients but the clinical picture could well go with viral
pneumonia. Therefore, IMH patients and staff with fever were
instead directed to ED, TTSH for assessment, and warded at TTSH
if needed. It could not have been possible to excise many IMH
wards and transfer their patients to TTSH. We do not have such
capacity as one ward of IMH could house up to 100 patients.
Some three days later, a few tested positive for influenza virus B.
CONCLUSION
From 25 February 2003 when our first patient took ill, or from
1 March when she was hospitalised at TTSH, or from 14 March
when TTSH was geared up to handle SARS with an operational
Ops Room, or from 22 March when TTSH became the declared,
dedicated and designated hospital for SARS in Singapore,
whichever date you feel is appropriate, there are many
lessons to learn about this new disease.
Tuberculosis was the scourge some 50 years ago. It is still
not conquered. Singapore was one of the countries that helped
in research on short course chemotherapy for tuberculous
pneumonia. Today, we are still battling TB with DOT (Directly
Observed Therapy) and STEP (Singapore TB Elimination Program).
Some 20 years ago, TTSH became the HIV/AIDS centre for
Singapore. Again, many drug trials have involved our patients,
and combination therapy is the norm today but still not curative.

And today, we are challenged by SARS. With worldwide
co-operation among clinicians, scientists and researchers
battling SARS, and with WHO and CDC Atlanta support
and backing, TTSH staff are very much involved in these
activities (together with SGH pathologists, microbiologists,
and others from the Genome Institute of Singapore). There
is hope yet for a better tomorrow in dealing with the Urbani
SARS – associated coronavirus and the disease it causes. ■

Editorial note:
The following poem was recently written by an SGH medical officer,
contemplating his impending night call. Interestingly however, that
particular call, turned out to be one of his better calls.

NIGHT CALLS
After midnight
When all the world, has gone home
and stillness sweeps the wards.
The metal beds creak
An asthmatic coughs
And the whole hospital
is like an old man –
groaning.
Along the sterile corridor
A syringe wrapper tumbles along
driven by air currents,
unseen
As the negative pressure fans whirl.
A quick patter of feet
only the vanishing back
of the houseman on call, is caught...
the darkness is enveloping.
The A&E has fifty patients waiting,
all for isolation ward beds
After the dam bursts – comes,
the Deluge
I have grown accustomed to treading water
some others around me, drown.
On call, even non-believers pray
For when courage
and stamina give way,
Science bends its head to superstition...
The HOs don’t eat PAO
My partner changes yet another set of lucky underwear,
I, personally, try not to curse.
The daytime is governed by the Rules.
They stand, in black, in bold, so proud
But at night –
The Fury
Chaos bellows its head in defiance
It is giddy, soaking in, the multitude
the sick, the dying
Adrenaline is its drug
It makes the doctors superhuman.
After each nightcall
I feel as if I have died
With the morning sun –
I rise again
With each call, I struggle,
with the most primitive of instincts
Hunger, and fear
When night comes, I realise
I am not a doctor
I am my mortal elements –
I am a man, alone.
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